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priority and thrust
Provide the web link of the institution in not more than 500 words:
The noteworthy area of the institution where priority has been given according to its
vision is definitely the Academic perspectives. In the logo of the institution, three important
words are written. They are ‘ Bidyan Sarbatra Pujjyate’ means a learned person is always
revered everywhere. The college was established by some local enthusiasts of learning with a
view to enlightening the new learners through modern education. So, it was expected that the
college will march ahead in the line of modern higher education. Keeping this vision the
motto before us the college is trying to broaden the range of academic perspectives so that the
students of the entire locality may be trained up in three main lines as detailed :
i. The College is very much sincere in managing classes and other curricular activities
as per the syllabi prescribed under Gauhati University. Basically our college is an
Arts College, where main subjects of humanities like literature (English and
Assamese), Political Science, Economics, Philosophy, Education, History,
Geography are very specifically taught by a group of devoted and sincere
teachers. We may here mention the fact that since 1981 as many as thirty batches
of BA final examination under Gauhati University. After passing B.A many
students are found to pursue P.G courses and other Professional courses according
their capacities. We feel privileged to mention that many a good number of such
students have been found engaged in different jobs of State Government, Central
Government and Corporate Sector. Some others have been found to run Private
business establishment with sound success. Many are also from working in
teaching profession both of School and of college level. Some of our students
have already been awarded PhD degrees by different Universities, who are
rendering services mostly in Academic fields.
ii. The college is always keen in keeping students in the main streams of society by
imparting them good lessons of morality, honest living, society dedication and
responsibility and other human values. We feel proud that no student of Sipajhar
College, till date has been found to indulge in any kind of anti-social activities,
extremism and moral degradation. From this point of view it may be ascertained
that Sipajhar College has been able to produce good citizens which are universally
recognised as the most valuable asset of a good society.
iii. Students of our College are not found to belong to the rich and highly well to do
families. Most of them are brought up in economic shortage and rural set-up. They
know that their parents follow a kind of more or less hard living. From the very
childhood they are involved in struggle for living. That is why majority of the
students of Sipajhar College are bound to realize that life is not a smooth path.
Inside the College campus students are taught how to lead a practical and
independent life through different curricular activities such as extension
education, NSS, Social Service, Sports and Games, Yoga, Meditation, Physical
exercises and different types of awareness camps etc. The students are, accepting
a few, extend cooperation to different house-hold activities. This is how they take
the training of living a practical life both at home and also at institution including
college.
So far as Science Education is considered our college has newly started this stream in the
session 2018-19. In this line no comment can be passed at present but it is true that the
distinctive area of Sipajhar college is mostly the Academic area with the vision and mission

as mentioned above. Whatever has been written here may be found in various perspectives of
Sipajhar College website.

